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New Board President Doesn’t Anticipate Changes
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As the new President of the Game Trail
Association, I feel honored to be in this position.
The past presidents and board members have done such a
great job; I don’t feel like
there is much that needs
changing.
Our current dues are
adequate to cover operating expenses and add
to our reserves almost
every year. We have
adequate reserves to
cover emergencies and
projects that are planned
for the future.
I don’t really see a
need to change anything, so my plan is to
handle whatever problems that may come up

Bill Hicks Board President

and continue living in a
great community.
As some of you
know, our house is for
sale. I have had several
people ask why I would
accept the presidency
with my house for sale.
First, I believe that being
on the Board is not that

time-consuming.
Second, I have a great fondness for the Game Trail
community
and
the
friends I have made
here. This is a way to
give something back to
a community where I
really enjoy living. Third,
being on the Board gets
me involved in my community and allows me to
meet some great people.
For selfish reasons I
hope that my house
sells, and I have the
shortest presidency in
the history of Game
Trail. If not, I am looking
forward to being the
Game Trail Association
President for the next
year.

Larry Gleeson, Communications Committee
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Several years ago, it was routine
for Game Trail landowners and homeowners to meet at the mailboxes on
Monday mornings between Memorial
Day and Labor Day ready for a group
hike with water and lunch in hand. Hikers would carpool to a trailhead that
had been previously announced in
terms of total distance, elevation gain
and difficulty. Destinations included
places like Lost Lake, Brown's Falls,
Ptarmigan Lake, Interlaken and Kroenke Lake.
Those hikes fostered a good sense
of community. They also gave landowners a chance to meet those who

would become neighbors once they
built their homes in Game Trail.
If you are interested in resuming
this custom, please reply to outings@gametrailassn.org. Since each
hike needs someone to serve as its
leader by posting on the Game Trail
outings webpage specifics about the
hike and then leading the group on the
trail, please indicate in your reply
whether you are willing to be a leader
of one or more hikes. By May 2015,
those who have responded will be
emailed notice of whether there will be
Game Trail hikes next summer. If so,
the first hike will be announced then.
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Cal Banning, Board First Vice-President

Game Trail Borrow / Slash Pit a Great Community Resource
Our Game Trail Borrow / Slash Pit, located in the
Game Trail Elk Corridor Easement meadow, was developed as a community resource for the disposal of
natural slash from individual Game Trail properties.
Slash is comprised of trees, limbs, pine needles,
leaves and other natural biodegradable materials. The
pit is a resource that encourages fire mitigation on individual lots, in accordance with the Game Trail Association Wildfire Protection Plan, by providing a convenient disposal site.
Like most resources, our slash pit has some basic
rules of usage and restrictions which ensure its future
as a great ongoing and cost-effective benefit to Game
Trail. One of the most important aspects of usage is
the access time. Due to its location in the Elk Corridor
Conservation Easement, there can only be access to
the slash pit from April 1 through October 31 each
year. During the winter months, the access road is
closed in accordance with our easement requirements.

Other slash pit rules and regulations are:
1. It is only for use by Game Trail residents , not contractors
2. Only slash, as described earlier, is to be dumped
in the area. No other construction materials or
waste products are allowed in the pit area, as all
slash is burned once a year.
3. Dirt and rocks may also be disposed in the slash
pit, but should be placed away from the burnable
slash. Also, rock, but not dirt, can be removed
from the slash pit.
4. All other trash and recyclables are to be placed in
the Game Trail trash and recycle area according
to specific rules of that area. Other items such as
tires, construction materials, etc. that don’t fall into
the criteria of either the slash pit or trash / recycle
area should be taken to the county landfill.
Our slash pit is a great benefit for Game Trail residents. By simply following the few rules outlined
above, we make final disposal and burning of materials feasible and cost-effective. Your efforts are greatly
appreciated by our volunteers who maintain the pit.

Communications Committee

Game Trail Resident, Jerri Caskey, Takes On Photographer Duties
Nothing enlivens a newsletter or
website like great photos! We are
happy to introduce you to Jerri Caskey who has graciously agreed to
share her gift of photography with us.
Jerri will be taking photos of Game
Trail, Buena Vista and Chaffee County scenery, events, and wildlife for our
enjoyment both in the Game Trail
newsletter and website.
Don and Jerri Caskey purchased
a Game Trail vacation home in August of 2011. After two years, they
decided to make Game Trail their
permanent home and moved here
from Delaware in June 2013. Don
and Jerri have been married for 42
years and have a daughter Jill and
three grandchildren who recently
moved to Denver.
Jerri graduated from the University of Central Oklahoma with a degree
in Math Education. Jerri taught 7thand 8th-grade math for two years before moving to the high school level
where she taught General Math, Al-

Jerri spent 20+ years doing craft
shows selling her sewing and painting crafts. As she and Don started
traveling more, she gave up craft
shows and concentrated on photography and scrapbooking.
Jerri’s interest in photography
started when she received her first
camera—a Kodak Instamatic 100—in
1963. She has been taking pictures
ever since and has about two dozen
large photo albums cataloging her
life, family, children and grandchildren, and countless trips.

Don and Jerri Caskey

gebra I, and Algebra II for 8 years.
Most of her teaching career was in
Ponca City, OK. She ended her
teaching career in Houston, TX and
then became a volunteer at her
daughter’s schools.

Jerri has been making scrapbooks since she was a child. For the
past few years putting pictures in
bulky photo albums has been replaced by making digital photo books
and, of course, more scrapbooks.
Besides scrapbooking and photography, Jerri enjoys traveling, cooking, hiking, 4-wheeling (as a passenger), and spending lots of time with
her family, especially with her grandchildren.
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Carolee Litvay, Home Tour Committee

Home Tour Features New &
Remodeled Game Trail Residences
How fortunate the residents of Game Trail were to have
two spectacular houses on the 18th Annual Home
Tour! The homes featured on this year's tour included a
remodeled one and a newly constructed log home.
Sharon and George Janik became permanent residents
of Game Trail after retiring in 2012 and decided to enlarge their vacation home into a full-time residence. Nearly
doubling the original footprint, the additions and re-designed
floor plan have produced an airy, open living space. Added
to the kitchen, an atrium enables George to pursue his
green thumb hobby. Views from the numerous large windows are breath-taking, and allow abundant light to fill
this marvelously reconstructed home.

Top: The Janik’s remodeled home. Bottom: The Holt’s new home.

Jean and Rich Holt permanently reside in San Antonio,
but escape to their new mountain "cabin" whenever it is possible. Constructed of large, full logs, the house is a comfortable retreat for the couple and their visiting family. The loft
features a large bedroom with bunk beds for the grandchildren, and a cozy play area provides plenty of room for keeping youngsters entertained. A combination of mountain décor and Texas accessories has created a delightful ambiance.
We thank the Janiks and Holts for so graciously allowing
us to visit their lovely homes!
Walt Lafford, Water Committee

Water Committee Works to Provide Reliable, Cost-Effective Service
I would like to tell you a little about
your Water Committee and what we
do. When I first moved to Game Trail
in September 1999, there was no Water Committee. If you had a problem,
you would call the Game Trail office
and eventually someone from Miles
Construction would look into the matter.
Now when I say problem, it was
likely you had no water or extremely
low water pressure. This happened to
me at least three times in the first few
months I lived here. “This is not going
to be fun,” I thought. So in 2002,
when then Game Trail President Doug
Brady asked me to look into the condition of the water system telemetry and
control, I agreed, and thus my journey
as committee chair began.
I quickly realized there was no
good system of controls, and monitoring consisted of a few telephone dial-

ers that called someone after a problem had already affected homeowners.
We started that year installing
radio telemetry among all our wells
and tanks that would tell us exactly
how much water was in each tank.
That installation was completed sometime around 2006 at a cost of about
$25,000 for equipment with all work
done by your Water Committee.
Concurrently with that, Mike Duiven began work on a computer program that would gather all the data at
a central location for display to the
committee members. That work was
later completed by Ed Butler. That
computer system is what we use today to make sure when you turn on
your faucet water comes out.
A commercially built system would
have cost in excess of $100,000 and

would not work as well, we are told by
state inspectors. It has worked remarkably well for us. I doubt if many
of you can remember the last time
your water was out of service, and
that is as it should be.
In 2012 we began the installation
of our in-house water meters. While
this project was required by the state,
it has turned out to be a real blessing
to the integrity of our water system.
Since the installation of the meters, our overall water usage has
dropped from 11.08 in 2011 to an estimated 7.12 million gallons in 2014, a
saving of 4.04 million gallons, and that
is during a time when we initiated outside watering. The reason for this
drop is mostly due to our ability to locate leaks to our system quickly, both
inside and outside of our homes. Of
course, I am sure that a lot of folks are
- continued on page 4 -
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Judy Curran, Immediate Past Board President

Wayne Eisenbrandt Named Volunteer of the Year
The recipient of this year’s
Ken Siefken Annual Volunteer of
the Year Award is Wayne Eisenbrandt. The Board recognized
Wayne for his exceptional work
this year.
As the one-man Commons
Committee, Wayne takes his duties and responsibilities seriously.
Wayne keeps the mail center and
recycle/trash area close to pristine
throughout the year.
Wayne
makes sure that members have
access to these heavily visited
areas during the winter months by
shoveling snow and relocating
bins to minimize drifting snow.
Wayne also works hard at
coordinating the road maintenance
throughout the year and the snow
plowing during the winter months.
He is the one everyone calls when
they have a problem with the
roads, be it washboarding, drainage or snow. Wayne ensures that
all the road and traffic signs in
Game Trail are kept in good repair
and painted or replaced periodically. Likewise, he is responsible for
the upkeep of the fencing and other common area structures.
The caliber of volunteers
in Game Trail is extraordinary and
choosing one out of the many deserving recipients is a daunting

Wayne Eisenbrandt (left) helps the Game Trail Grillers including Don Caskey (center), Jack
Peterson, (back right) and Bill Regan (front right) at the Annual Picnic.

task that the Board faces each
year. The Ken Siefken Annual
Volunteer of the Year Award was
established by Phil Strongin in
2011 to promote volunteerism by
thanking the year’s outstanding
volunteer and remembering Ken’s
name and spirit at the same time.
Remember, the Game
Trail Association is an organization of volunteers, not only on the
Board, but also on the many committees that help Game Trail run in

such an efficient and economic
manner. The members enjoy a
high caliber of amenities at a very
reasonable annual assessment,
because of the quality of services
donated by the many volunteer
members.
Congratulations and our
deepest thanks to Wayne for all
that he does to make Game Trail
such a great place to live.

Water Committee Saves Residents Money and Headaches
- continued from page 3 -

more conscious of their water usage
now and this has added to the savings. It costs a lot of money to move
water from underground up the hill
and to your home, so whatever we
conserve is money we don't need to
spend. The savings have already allowed Game Trail to postpone the
addition of a new well and to retire an
older, poorly-performing well.
On a daily basis, your Water
Committee members watch over the

operation of your water system and
quickly respond to developing maintenance issues long before our users
are affected. Weekly, we check the
chlorine levels in your water as required by the Colorado Department of
Public Health. Monthly, we read all
the in-house water meters and process the data as required. You get all
this for the small sum of $100 per
year for your water. I doubt you will
find anyplace else where you get all

the water you need for this bargain
price. Even if you had your own well,
the electricity would cost you more,
not to mention the maintenance
headaches.
So next time you are out and
about, if you see Mike Backsen, Ed
Butler, Chip Wait or Burl Gibson,
thank them for their efforts in providing us all with a safe, reliable supply
of drinking water.
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Rick Caissie, Forestry Committee

Wild Fire Preparedness and Forest Health Remain a Priority
Colorado has seen relatively few
wildfires this year, probably due to our
above-normal rainfall. We are not out
of the woods yet, though, as most
years Colorado has two fire seasons:
before and after the monsoons. That
means we could still have a fire season this fall, in September and October, after the monsoons stop.

help you Fire Wise your home. They
will almost certainly point out potential
problems you had not noticed, and
give you an impartial assessment of
your property.

be considered a problem whose cure
is unacceptable to most residents.
Other known insect and disease infestations appear to be minor and at a
“normal” level.

With that in mind, have you taken
a look around you house with wildfire
in mind? Have you made your house
Fire Wise? Have you done your yearly fire mitigation maintenance? If not,
now might be a good time to do a little
work.

Members of the Game Trail Forestry Committee will also come out to
your property, if requested. Just go to
the Game Trail website, click on the
Forestry Committee link, and email us
your request. Many members of the
committee have received some training on Fire Wise practices, and we
can be a big help in identifying what
you may need to do to make you
home Fire Wise.

With the above in mind, insects
and disease within Game Trail currently seem to be at acceptable levels, although residents should still
keep an eye peeled for any increase
in current levels. Game Trail will
probably lose a few trees to insects
and disease each year, but that is
acceptable and expected on a property of this size.

If you don’t know what you should
do around your home, or if you want
to be reassured that you have done
enough, there are several ways you
can find out.

The Forestry Committee also
continues to offer assistance to Game
Trail property owners in reducing hazardous fuels each year, although this
year we received no requests.

The Colorado State Forest Service has loads of information on its
website about what should be done
for wildfire mitigation around homes
(http://csfs.colostate.edu/pages/
wildfire.html). This is a good place to
start, whether you are clueless or just
need a little refinement to your current
knowledge. Pretty much anything you
find out from other sources can also
be found here, and probably actually
came from the CSFS’s website originally.

If you are interested in the Forestry Committee helping you create a
Fire Wise condition on your Game
Trail property next year, please contact a committee member. We have a
few requirements, such as we will
“assist” the property owner (we are
not going to do all the work), the desired work should require one day or
less for the committee to complete,
and little or no saw work should be
required (saw work is the property
owner’s responsibility). If more than
one property owner is interested, the
final selection will be based on the
committee’s determination of what will
be best for the Game Trail community
as a whole.

The Chaffee County Fire Department (395-6545) does property inspections for fire danger. Their fire
mitigation officer has been sick for the
last year, so they may be slow to respond to a request, but they do not
charge a fee for the service.
The Colorado State Forest Service (539-2579) also does property
inspections for fire mitigation. They
charge $50 an hour and it usually
takes less than an hour.
Both the Chaffee County Fire Department and the Colorado State Forest Service are excellent sources.
Anyone they send out to look at your
home will be very knowledgeable and
will provide excellent information to

Remember that it is the responsibility of Game Trail members to haul
their own slash to the community
slash pit. Slash left alongside roads
constitutes a serious fire hazard and
should be disposed of within a reasonable time period.
Currently there appears to be no
critical insect or disease problem in
Game Trail. There is a spruce beetle
outbreak within Chaffee County, but
very little spruce exists within Game
Trail. Mistletoe is a problem in portions of Game Trail, but can probably

If you have questions, or would
like to be considered for next year's
Forestry Committee project, or want
some assistance in evaluating your
home for fire readiness, please contact a member of the Forestry Committee. We would love to assist you.
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Sara Strongin and Barb Peterson share a smile
at the Annual Meeting and Picnic. For more
photos, checkout the Game Trail website!

Kari Allen, Communications Committee

Communications Committee Seeks Volunteers

Please bookmark
our website!
gametrailassn.org

The Communications Committee
is seeking additional members. If
you would like to lead or serve as
back-up for a variety of Communications Committee responsibilities – we
welcome your help! The committee
is responsible for the:
 newsletter,
 website,
 “Living in Game Trail” pamphlet,
 “New Member Packet,”
 communications-related
questions received in the GT webmail,
 Board vote processing, etc.
If you are interested, please contact Kari Allen at communications@gametrailassn.org in time to
join the group for its October 10 committee meeting!

We would also like to thank
Christine DeChristopher for her service as Communications Committee
Chair for the last few years. Under
Christine’s leadership, we migrated
to a more user-friendly website format with interactive email that seamlessly connects owners to the GT
Board, various committee chairs and
the GT office. We also updated the
“Living in Game Trail” pamphlet and
the contents for the “New Member
Packet.”
Christine will continue on the
committee and looks forward to a bit
more time for traveling and adventures! Kari Allen will move from committee member to chair.

